BENGAL PRA TEST REPORT
GUILLAUME GUY
2114 DEZERY
MONTREAL
H1W 2S2
CANADA

Sex: Female

CAT86623

Date Received:

08-Jul-2016

Print Date:
Report ID:

27-Jul-2016
8569-7478-1630-0162

Verify report at www.vgl.ucdavis.edu/myvgl/verify.html

Cat: SHERAKAN SAKURA
DOB: 03/12/2016

Case:

Reg:
Breed: Bengal

Color: Brown spotted

Sire: SHERAKAN AARON CHUPA
Dam: LEIKABENGAL VODOO

Reg: SBT 060114 079
Reg: SBT 101713 042

BENGAL PRA RESULT

N/N
Result Codes:
N/N

Normal - no copies of the PRA-b mutation.

N/PRA

Carrier - 1 copy of the PRA-b mutation; vision will be normal.

PRA/PRA

Affected - 2 copies of the PRA-b mutation; cat will develop clinical signs of Bengal PRA.

For more detailed information on Bengal PRA results, please go to:
www.vgl.ucdavis.edu/services/cat/BengalPRA.php

BENGAL PRA TEST REPORT
GUILLAUME GUY
2114 DEZERY
MONTREAL
H1W 2S2
CANADA

Sex: Male

CAT86624

Date Received:

08-Jul-2016

Print Date:
Report ID:

27-Jul-2016
5423-6718-1913-8135

Verify report at www.vgl.ucdavis.edu/myvgl/verify.html

Cat: WOWBENGALS BRAVE
DOB: 02/01/2016

Case:

Reg: SBT 0201016 025

Breed: Bengal

Microchip: 528257000012558

Sire: WOWBENGALS BEAUTIFUL DAZE
Dam: WOWBENGALS BLUEPRINT FOR THE FUTURE

Color: Brown spotted

Reg: SBT 093013 083
Reg: SBT 080112 044

BENGAL PRA RESULT

N/N
Result Codes:
N/N

Normal - no copies of the PRA-b mutation.

N/PRA

Carrier - 1 copy of the PRA-b mutation; vision will be normal.

PRA/PRA

Affected - 2 copies of the PRA-b mutation; cat will develop clinical signs of Bengal PRA.

For more detailed information on Bengal PRA results, please go to:
www.vgl.ucdavis.edu/services/cat/BengalPRA.php

BENGAL PROGRESIVE RETINAL ATROPHY
The Veterinary Genetics Laboratory at the University of California – Davis and the
Lyons Feline Genetics and Comparative Medicine Laboratory at the University of
Missouri announce the release of the new genetic test for progressive retinal
atrophy (PRA), which causes an autosomal recessive blindness in Bengal cats. The
disease causes the destruction of the cells that register light (photoreceptors) in the
back of the eye (the retina). The loss of the cells begins around 7 weeks of age and
slowly progresses until the cat has very compromised vision by approximately 2 years
of age1. However, blindness develops at different rates in different cats. We have
examples of cats over 2 years of age chasing a laser pointer; however vision testing by
an ophthalmologist indicated that the cats should be blind. Blind cats tend to have more
difficulty at night, sometimes becoming more vocal and more attached to their owners.
The pupils are usually more dilated for affected cats than for cats with normal vision in
the same lighting conditions. Affected cats also tend to carry their whiskers in a more
forward position. Once affected cats know their surroundings, they are very mobile and
active. Our thanks to the breeders who came forward and helped us establish a colony
so that we could define the condition and find the gene responsible for this defect.
The mutant DNA variant appears to be novel to the Bengal breed and occurred early in
a popular lineage of the Bengals. We expect Bengal cats worldwide to have the
condition and we have had reports of affected cats in the United Kingdom, Europe and
the USA. Bengal PRA is autosomal recessive, thus two copies of the mutant DNA
variant are required for the cats to be blind. The blindness can be detected either by the
DNA test or by an eye exam prior breeding age. Carriers, cats with one copy of the
mutation, can only be detected by the DNA test.
Because the mutation is recent in evolutionary time, an extended DNA region and
several genes around the casual mutation had to be examined as many DNA variants
appeared to be perfectly linked with the blindness. This is a common and well known
phenomenon, called linkage disequilibrium. Other examples of linkage disequilibrium
have been published for cat DNA variants that cause Brown coloration2 and cat AB
blood group.3
Several DNA variants within the region needed to be evaluated and after working with
European breeders, many non-causal variants were eliminated. Initially, a gene
mutation in a known vision gene was implicated, but after screening hundreds of cats, a
second mutation in a different and novel vision gene was identified as being perfectly

linked with the disease. Only by continued cooperation and participation of breeders
was this discovery possible!
To the best of our ability and knowledge, the new test is correct and perfectly linked with
the disease. However, we are limited by the cat samples obtained for research and we
will continue studies to demonstrate the function of this gene in cats. We will be
publishing this research in a scientific journal, however, we are releasing the new test
ahead of the publication because breeders are continuing to use carrier cats and even
blind cats in their breeding programs, and thus Bengal PRA blindness is rapidly
spreading.
All cats previously tested for Bengal PRA by the VGL have been retested for the new
mutation and new reports will be issued to clients.
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